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Do Your Research - Know Your Markets (Market
Research Focus)
Market research is crucial in providing strategic insights into the construction industry, where numerous niche

markets, professions, and products interconnect. Understanding the complexities of different markets isn't just a

good idea; it's essential for long-term success.
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Market research is essential for making informed decisions and providing valuable insights into changing trends,

customer preferences, and competitive environments. The significance of market research becomes even more

prominent in the construction industry, where key professionals, such as architects, interior designers, contractors,

and suppliers, each have unique needs and preferences. Understanding the nuances of the construction market

becomes crucial due to the industry's multifaceted nature and specification process.

The product specification process is crucial in construction projects, highlighting the importance of market

research. Specifiers, especially architects, are key in choosing products that match project goals, appearance, and

technical requirements. Detailed product information covering aspects like compliance with building regulations,

sustainability, performance, and maintenance is vital for them. By conducting market research, companies can

better understand specifier preferences and improve their products to meet high standards.

Conversely, contractors responsible for finishing projects on time and within budget have specific product criteria

and requirements. They prioritise reliability, durability, ease of installation, and cost-effectiveness. Construction

industry organisations can customise their offerings by conducting insightful market research to meet contractors'



specific requirements and challenges. This approach increases the chances of product adoption and encourages

long-term partnerships.

Chris Pepper, Director of Time54 Construction Marketing, commented:

"With 25 years of experience in construction marketing, I can’t stress enough how important market research is in

shaping successful marketing strategies. Market research isn't just important—it's essential for crafting targeted

marketing solutions that meet the construction industry's unique needs.”

Market research success!
Detail Lighting's collaboration with Time54 demonstrates the valuable link between market research and strategic

marketing efforts. Using Time54's expertise, Detail Lighting implemented a strategic marketing approach to boost

brand visibility and generate more enquiries. Through thorough market research, careful planning and execution,

Detail Lighting achieved significant improvements in these areas.

Rather than using a generic approach, Time54 developed a tailored marketing plan to resonate with architects and

interior designers, who are the main specifiers for Detail’s Architectural Lighting solutions. At the heart of the

strategy was optimising Detail Lighting's online presence, supported by a content marketing strategy that

positioned the company as an industry expert. Case studies showcasing successful projects served as compelling

testimonials, building trust with potential specifiers and showcasing Detail Lighting's expertise in lighting concepts

and designs.

The content-driven approach comprised targeted email campaigns, which nurtured existing client relationships

and served as a conduit for reaching out to potential specifiers. By maintaining a consistent dialogue with the

target audience, Detail Lighting endeared itself to specifiers, fostering brand loyalty and paving the way for future

collaborations.

Strategic SEO management became another foundation of Detail Lighting's marketing strategy, enhancing visibility

within the construction industry's digital landscape. By aligning online content with the specific needs and search

queries of architects and interior designers, Detail Lighting's digital footprint became more focused and relevant,

driving organic traffic and fostering lead generation.

Getting started with your market research.



CONSTRUCTION MARKETING CONSULTANTS (HTTPS://TIME54.CO.UK/TAG/CONSTRUCTION-MARKETING-CONSULTANTS/)

MARKET RESEARCH (HTTPS://TIME54.CO.UK/TAG/MARKET-RESEARCH/)

Learning to conduct effective market research for your construction company is a valuable starting point for

business growth. However, it's crucial to approach market research with a clear direction to ensure the data

gathered is solid and usable.

Market research is a time-intensive process that requires careful attention to detail. Rushing through it can lead to

inaccuracies and incomplete data. By investing time and effort, construction companies can gain valuable insights

to inform business decisions and drive success. Market research is crucial in the construction industry, where

making informed decisions is vital. By using market insights to improve products and marketing strategies,

companies can effectively navigate the industry's challenges and stand out from competitors.

1. Define your goals: Start by clearly defining your market research goals. Consider what success means for

your business and identify specific insights you aim to gain from your target audience. Setting realistic goals

will guide your research efforts effectively.

2. Define your target audience: Understand that only some are ideal clients. Identify your target audience

through demographic and psychographic characteristics. This helps create detailed buyer personas,

enabling a more focused approach to market research.

3. Decide what data you need: Once your goals and target audience are defined, determine the data types

required to achieve your objectives. This includes primary data collected directly from surveys or interviews

and secondary data obtained from existing sources.

4. Analyse your findings: After collecting data, analyse it to uncover insights and trends. Consider conducting a

SWOT analysis to assess the construction market's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.

5. Share actionable insights: Communicate your findings effectively through reports or data visualisations.

Ensure insights are presented clearly and are actionable for decision-making.
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